—To 221 B.C.
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—To 794
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

—To 935
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Korean.

—To 1500
H 1156; H 1160
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

—To 1600
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—To 1688
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

—To 1900
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Korean.

—Ch‘in-Han dynasties, 221 B.C.-220 A.D.
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Ch‘in-Han dynasties, 221 B.C.-220 A.D.
USE — Qin-Han dynasties, 221 B.C.-220 A.D. [Former subdivision]

—Three kingdoms, six dynasties-Sui dynasty, 220-618
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Three kingdoms-Sui dynasty, 220-618
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—500-1400
H 1160
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Tang-Five dynasties, 618-960
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Heian period, 794-1185
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

—10th century
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Korean.

—Koryŏ period, 935-1392
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Song-Yuan dynasties, 960-1386
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Song-Yuan dynasties, 960-1386
USE — Sung-Yuan dynasties, 960-1386 [Former subdivision]

—11th century
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—12th century
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Japanese.

—13th century
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—14th century
H 1148
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—15th century
H 1148; H 1160
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—16th century
H 1148; H 1160
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—17th century
H 1148; H 1156; H 1160
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—18th century
H 1148; H 1154; H 1155.2; H 1156; H 1160
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—19th century
H 1148; H 1154; H 1155.2; H 1156; H 1160
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—20th century
H 1148; H 1154; H 1155.2; H 1156; H 1160
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—21st century
H 1160
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abdication of kings and rulers
H 1110
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abdication
H 1110
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abandonment of nests
H 1110
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—May Subd Geog
H 1110
Use as a chronological subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Dictionaries
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abbreviations
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abbreviations of titles
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abductive terms
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works containing alphabetical lists of abbreviations pertaining to those topics.

—BT — Dictionaries

—Abbreviations of titles
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abbreviations of titles
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abdication of kings and rulers
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abdication of kings and rulers
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.

—Abdication of kings and rulers
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under headings for art forms qualified by the adjective Chinese.
— Ability testing (Continued)
  headings, including languages, for tests and
testing of native aptitude or acquired proficiency
in a particular topic.

— Abnormalities (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
diseases when used under animals and organs
and regions of the body.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals, individual plants
and groups of plants, and individual organs and
regions of the body.
UF — Abnormalities and deformities [Former
subdivision]
— Deformities
NT — Spermatogenesis—Abnormalities
— Abnormalities and deformities
USE — Abnormalities

— Abrasion resistance (May Subd Geog)
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
materials and types of materials.
BT — Mechanical properties

— Abridgments
  H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles
of sacred works.

— Access (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
diseases.
Use under individual organs and regions of the
body.
BT — Diseases

— Absolute constructions
  H 1154
  Use under individual languages and groups of
languages.

— Abstraction and adsorption (May Subd Geog)
  H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Abstracting and indexing (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1140; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, ethnic
groups, and uniform titles of sacred works, and
under topical headings for works on preparing
abstracts or indexes of publications about the
subject. Also use under types of publications for
works on preparing abstracts or indexes of those
types of publications.
UF — Indexing

— Abstracts
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., and under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for
works about lists of publications on the subject
and provide full bibliographical information
together with substantive summaries or
condensations of the facts, ideas, or opinions
presented in each publication listed. Use under
names of individual persons and corporate
bodies for works about abstracts of works by or
about the person or corporate body. Also use
under types of publications for works about
summaries of the contents of those publications.
UF — Summaries of publications
— Abstracts
NT — Digests

— Abuse of (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
persons.
— Abuse of drugs
USE — Drug use
— Abuse of substances
USE — Substance use

— Accents and accentedness
  H 1154; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages and under
Bible, Old Testament, and individual books of the
Old Testament.
UF — Accentuation
— Accentedness
USE — Accents and accentedness

— Access control (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of
archives, records, computers, computer
networks, and statistical and data-gathering
services.
UF — Control, Access
— Access for the physically handicapped
USE — Barrier-free design

— Accidents (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1153
  Do not subdivide geographically under names
of individual space vehicles.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual space vehicles and under types of
industries and other topical headings.
NT — Officials and employees—Accidents
— Investigation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical
headings.
UF — Investigation of accidents
— Accidents and injuries
USE — Wounds and injuries

— Accounting
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1115;
  H 1153; H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual corporate bodies and under types of
corporate bodies and industries, military
services, and topical headings.

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1153
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
legal topics.
USE as a topical subdivision under types of
industries.
BT — Law and legislation
— Accreditation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1115.5
  Do not subdivide geographically under names
of corporate bodies.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual corporate bodies, especially
institutions, educational institutions, and
services, and under types of institutions,
educational institutions, and services.

— Acoustic properties (May Subd Geog)
  H 1149; H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
chemicals and groups of chemicals and
individual materials and types of materials.
BT — Properties
— Acoustic properties of mufflers
USE — Motors—Mufflers—Acoustic properties

— Acoustics
  H 1161
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Acidophilus
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and groups of languages.

— Acronyms
  H 1095; H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages other than English, groups of
languages, and topical headings for works about
acronyms in those languages or pertaining to
those topics.

— Dictionaries
  H 1095; H 1154
  Use this subdivision combination as a form
subdivision under individual languages other
than English, groups of languages, and
topical headings for works containing lists of
acronyms in those languages or pertaining to
those topics.
BT — Abbreviations
— Action, Mechanism of
USE — Mechanism of action

— Acupuncture (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
organs and regions of the body.

— Adaptation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals, individual plants
and groups of plants, and individual organs and
regions of the body.

— Adaptations
  H 1110; H 1155.8; H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons for works about adaptations
by others of their creative works. Also use under
literary works entered under title and individual
literatures for works about adaptations of those
works or of those literatures.
UF — Paraphrases, tales, etc. [Former
subdivision]
— Film adaptations
— Television adaptations

— Adapts (May Subd Geog)
  H 1115; H 1155.8; H 1156
  Use as a form subdivision under names of
individual persons for collections of adaptations
by others of their creative works. Also use under
literary works entered under title and individual
literatures for collections of adaptations of those
works.
UF — Paraphrases, tales, etc. [Former
subdivision]
— Film adaptations
— Television adaptations

— Addresses (May Subd Geog)
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
materials and types of materials.

— Address, Forms of
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.
UF — Forms of address
— Address, Titles of
USE — Titles
— Addresses, sermons, etc.
USE — Sermons

— Additives
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

— Adjective
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

— Adjective
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases.

— Administration
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1149; H 1149.5; H 1151;
  H 1151.5
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual libraries and types of libraries.

— Administering agencies
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of
institutions, agencies, galleries, museums, parks,
etc., use the subdivision Management of.
Use under individual drugs and groups of drugs.
NT — Business management
— Colloquies—Administration
— Therapeutic use—Administration

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1151.5
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under types of
educational institutions.
BT — Law and legislation

— Administrative and political divisions
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., and under types of
headquarters.
UF — Political divisions
NT — Autonomous communities
— Canton
— Departments
— Election districts
— Provinces
— Regions
— Regularities
— States
— Union territories
— Voivodships

— Admission
  H 1151; H 1151.5
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual educational institutions and types of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NT</th>
<th>Open admission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Law and legislation</td>
<td>H 1151.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult education</td>
<td>H 1187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverb</td>
<td>H 1154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversaries</td>
<td>H 1110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about contemporaries who opposed the person's point of view or work.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Enemies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Opponents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Contemporaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial exploration</td>
<td>H 1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc., for works on exploration conducted from the air.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Exploration, Aerial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Discovery and exploration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial film and video footage</td>
<td>H 1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries of cities, etc., for works about films or videos of those places taken from the air.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial gunners</td>
<td>H 1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under military services.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial operations</td>
<td>H 1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial operations, American, [British, etc.]</td>
<td>H 1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial photographs</td>
<td>H 1095, H 1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings for works about photographs taken from conventional aircraft of a place or topic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Description and travel—Aerial [Former subdivision]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial views</td>
<td>H 1140, H 1151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual educational institutions for maps or allsais of those places or institutions observed from the air.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Description and travel—Aerial [Former subdivision]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Description and travel—Views [Former subdivision]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Views, Aerial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamics</td>
<td>H 1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>H 1110, H 1155.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and groups of literary authors for works about their philosophy of art or beauty, whether explicitly stated or inferred from their creative works.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics and philosophy</td>
<td>USE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Affinity labeling</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Labeling, Affinity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Affixes</td>
<td>H 1154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American officers</td>
<td>H 1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under military services.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— African Americans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Officers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American troops</td>
<td>H 1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under military services.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Afro-American troops [Former subdivision]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Americans</td>
<td>H 1159; H 1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Afro-Americans [Former subdivision]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>— African American officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African influences</td>
<td>H 1156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Foreign influences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Afro-American troops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE</td>
<td>— African American troops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Afro-Americans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE</td>
<td>— African Americans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Determination of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age differences</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Differences, Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age factors</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>— Metabolism—Age factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Toxicology—Age factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1164; H 1180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, and individual organs and regions of the body.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Genetic aspects</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Molecular aspects</td>
<td>H 1164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Molecular aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agonists</td>
<td>H 1149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under chemicals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>H 1154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aides</td>
<td>H 1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under military services.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air conditioning</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1095; H 1195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings, individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles, and other constructions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>— Housing—Air conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings, vehicles, and other constructions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U F</td>
<td>— Control of air conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air content</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>H 1158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>H 1158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air disc brakes</td>
<td>H 1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Brakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air police</td>
<td>H 1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under air forces. Under navies, use the subdivision Shore patrol. Under other military services use the subdivision Military police.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air suspension</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Pneumatic equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Springs and suspension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airborne troops</td>
<td>H 1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under military services.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication systems</td>
<td>H 1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under military services.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Communication systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armen</td>
<td>H 1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under military services.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama (Illinois, Texas, etc.) delegation</td>
<td>H 1155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol use</td>
<td>(May Subd Geog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1100; H 1103; H 1110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual persons. Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works on their use or abuse of alcohol.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>— Substance use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algerian authors</td>
<td>H 1156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Alien officials and employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE</td>
<td>— Officials and employees, Alien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment of bodies</td>
<td>USE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment of wheels</td>
<td>USE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
—Bacteriology
USE — Microbiology
—Baddies
USE — Medals, badges, decorations, etc.
—Bahai interpretations
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.
—Bakhtiari authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
—Balancing of wheels
USE — Wheels—Balancing
—Balloons (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
—Bandmasters
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
—Bands
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions, and under military services.
UF — Orchestras and bands
—Bangladeshi authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
—Baptist versions
USE — Versions, Baptist
—Bareroot seedlings
USE — Seedlings, Bareroot
—Barracks and quarters
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
UF — Quartermaster services.
—Barracks and quarters
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
UF — Furniture in barracks and quarters
—Barrier-free design (May Subd Geog)
H 1096
Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings, structures, and facilities.
UF — Access for the physically handicapped
—Bareroot seedlings
USE — Seedlings, Bareroot
—Bacteriology
USE — Microbiology
—Basques
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
—Basques (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on Basques in relation to the war.
—Battlefields (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on Basques in relation to the war.
—Battles, sieges, etc.
USE — Campaigns
—Battles, sieges, etc.
USE — Naval operations
—Beaching
USE — Stranding
—Bearings (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
NT — Motors—Bearings
—Bedouin authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
—Behavior (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
UF — Animal behavior
—Behavior, Ethical
USE — Conduct of life
—Belts, Seat
USE — Seat belts
—Benefactors
H 1151
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual educational institutions.
UF — Teaching of the Bible
—Benefactors
H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.
—Bengali authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
—Bibliocles
H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under religious or secular topics for works on the theological and/or ethical teachings of the Bible, or its individual parts, on those topics.
UF — Teaching of the Bible
—Bibliographic catalogs
USE — Bibliography—Catalogs
—Bibliographies
USE — Bibliography
—Bibliography
H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1156; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works about bibliography on those subjects.
UF — Bibliography—Theory, methods, etc.
—Bibliography
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.
UF — Bibliography—Theory, methods, etc.
—Bibliography
USE — Bibliography of bibliographies
— Bibliography (Continued)  
USE — Bibliography—Methodology

— Bibliography  
H 1095, H 1105; H 1110; H 1156; H 1160  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for works consisting of bibliographies about the subject. Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies for lists of works by or about the person or corporate body.  
UF — Bibliographies  
NT — Bibliography of bibliographies
— Bio-bibliography
— First editions—Bibliography
— Imprints
— Maps—Bibliography
— Maps—Early works to 1800—Bibliography
— Toons—Bibliography
— Periodicals—Bibliography

— Catalogs  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for lists of publications about the subject that provide information about their location, availability, etc.  
UF — Bibliographic catalogs  
NT — Bibliographical catalogs
BT — Catalogs

— Early  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for bibliographies compiled or issued before 1800.  
UF — Bibliography—Early works to 1800  
NT — Early bibliography
BT — Early works to 1800

— Early works to 1800  
USE — Bibliography—Early

— Exhibitions  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects.  
BT — Exhibitions

— First editions  
USE — First editions—Bibliography

— Graded lists  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for bibliographies compiled or issued before 1800.  
UF — Bibliography—Early works to 1800  
NT — Early bibliography
BT — Early works to 1800

— Exhibitions  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects.  
BT — Exhibitions

— First editions  
USE — First editions—Bibliography

— Graded lists  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for bibliographies compiled or issued before 1800.  
UF — Bibliography—Early works to 1800  
NT — Early bibliography
BT — Early works to 1800

— Early works to 1800  
USE — Bibliography—Early

— Exhibitions  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects.  
BT — Exhibitions

— First editions  
USE — First editions—Bibliography

— Graded lists  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for bibliographies compiled or issued before 1800.  
UF — Bibliography—Early works to 1800  
NT — Early bibliography
BT — Early works to 1800

— Exhibitions  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects.  
BT — Exhibitions

— First editions  
USE — First editions—Bibliography

— Indexes  
USE — Indexes

— Microform catalogs  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for catalogs that list works stored in microform editions.  
BT — Microform catalogs

— Union lists  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for catalogs of materials on those subjects held by two or more libraries.  
BT — Union lists
NT — Periodicals—Bibliography—Union
lists

— Bibliography of bibliographies  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for works consisting of lists of bibliographies on those subjects.  
UF — Bibliography—Bibliography [Former subdivision]
BT — Bibliography
— Bilingual method of language teaching  
USE — Study and teaching—Bilingual method
— Bills, Private
USE — Private bills

— Binomial  
H 1154  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Bio-bibliography  
H 1095; H 1103; H 1140; H 1186; H 1187  
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual Christian denominations, and monastic and religious orders, and under ethnic groups, literatures, and topical headings for works containing both biographical information about persons associated with the subject and bibliographies of writings by and/or about them.  
BT — Bibliography
— Bioaccumulation (May Subd Geog)  
H 1149  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Bioavailability (May Subd Geog)  
H 1149  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Biocompatibility (May Subd Geog)  
H 1158  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Biocompatibility (May Subd Geog)  
H 1149; H 1156  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Biocontrol  
USE — Biological control

— Biodegradation (May Subd Geog)  
H 1149; H 1156  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Biodiversity (May Subd Geog)  
H 1149  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Biographical dictionaries  
USE — Biography—Dictionaries

— Biography  
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1147; H 1151; H 1159; H 1188; H 1200  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, types of animals, and historic events for works about collective or individual biography.  
UF — Autobiography
— Ancestry
USE — Family
— Anniversaries, etc.
USE — Anniversaries, etc.
— Birth
USE — Birth
— Character
USE — Ethics
— History and criticism
USE — History and criticism
— Death and burial
USE — Death and burial
— Descendants
USE — Family
— Exile
USE — Exile
— Family
USE — Family
— Health
USE — Health
— History and criticism
USE — History and criticism
— — Last years
USE — Last years
— — Last years and death
USE — Death and burial
— — Last years and death
USE — Death and burial
— — Marriage
USE — Marriage
— — Old age
USE — Last years
— — Portraits
H 1105; H 1140; H 1159  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and military services for works about portraits of persons in or from those places, corporate bodies, and military services.
BT — Portraits

— Psychology
USE — Psychology

— Sources
H 100; H 1103; H 1140  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about biographical source materials pertaining to persons from those places or belonging to those groups.

BT — Sources
H 1100; H 1103; H 1140  
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, and ethnic groups for collections of biographical source materials pertaining to persons from those places or belonging to those groups.

— Sources
H 1100; H 1103; H 1140

— Youth
USE — Childhood and youth

— Biography  
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1147; H 1151; H 1159; H 1188; H 1200  
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, types of animals, and historic events for works about collective or individual biography.  
UF — Autobiography
— Ancestry
USE — Family
— Anniversaries, etc.
USE — Anniversaries, etc.
— Birth
USE — Birth
— Character
USE — Ethics
— History and criticism
USE — History and criticism
— Death and burial
USE — Death and burial
— Descendants
USE — Family
— Exile
USE — Exile
— Family
USE — Family
— Health
USE — Health
— History and criticism
USE — History and criticism
— — Last years
USE — Last years
— — Last years and death
USE — Death and burial
— — Last years and death
USE — Death and burial
— — Marriage
USE — Marriage
— — Old age
USE — Last years
— — Portraits
H 1105; H 1140; H 1159  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and military services for works about portraits of persons in or from those places, corporate bodies, or military services.
BT — Portraits

— Portraits
H 1105; H 1140; H 1159

— Sermons
H 1188  
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
BT — Sermons

— Biological control (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147; H 1180  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, and individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Biocontrol
— Censorship (Continued) especially forms of communication.

UF — Prohibited books

— Censures
H 1110; H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and legislative bodies.

— Census
H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups for works about official counts of the population of the place or group.

BT — Statistics

— Law and legislation
H 1140
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Law and legislation

— Census
H 1103; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups for official counts of the population of the place or group, including data relating to economic and social conditions.

BT — Statistics

— Census, [date]
H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups for works about a specific census of the place or group.

— Centennial celebrations
USE — Centennial celebrations, etc.

— Centennial celebrations, etc.
H 1095; H 1105; H 1140; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under historic events.

USE — Centennial celebrations

BT — Anniversaries, etc.

— Centennials
USE — Centennial celebrations, etc.

— Ceremonies
USE — Rites and ceremonies

— Ceremonies and practices
USE — Customs and practices

— Certification (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of products and industries, occupational groups, and types of employees for works on official confirmation that standards have been met.

NT — Seeds—Certification

— Channelization
H 1145.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual bodies of water.

— Channels
H 1145.5
Use as a topical subdivision under individual bodies of water.

— Chapel exercises
H 1151.5
Use as a form subdivision under types of educational institutions.

UF — Exercises, Chapel

— Chaplains (May Subd Geog)
H 1105; H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Further subdivide geographically only under individual wars. Do not use under headings of the type [place]—Armed Forces; use Military chaplains—[place] instead.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, military services and wars.

— Chaplain’s assistants
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Characters
H 1110; H 1155.8
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors and literary works entered under title for works about the author’s or work’s characters in general.

— Children, [Jews, Physicians, etc.]
H 1110
Complete the subdivision with subdivisions for classes of persons or ethnic groups.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors for works about specific groups or categories of characters of an author.

— [name of individual character]
H 1110
Complete the subdivision with subdivisions for individual named characters in uninvolved forms.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors for works about specific named characters of the author.

— Charitable contributions (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and types of organizations.

UF — Contributions, Charitable

— Charities
H 1103; H 1105; H 1185; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under individual religions and Christian denominations for works about charities sponsored by the corporate body, religion, or denomination. Use under ethnic groups for works about charities serving or benefiting the group.

— Charters
H 1105; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of states, counties, cities, etc., of the United States, under names of indigenous jurisdictions in the United States, and under names of individual corporate bodies for works about charters of those places or corporate bodies.

— Charters, grants, privileges
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under countries, etc., other than the United States, and under names of cities other than those of the United States for works about charters, grants, etc., of those places.

— Charts
USE — Charts, diagrams, etc.

— Charts, diagrams, etc.
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under topical headings for works consisting of miscellaneous charts or diagrams illustrating those topics.

UF — Charts [former subdivision]

— Charts, tables, etc. [former subdivision]

— Diagrams [former subdivision]

— Outline drawings

BT — Pictorial works

NT — Chord diagrams

— Fingering—Charts, diagrams, etc.

— Charts, tables, etc.
USE — Charts, diagrams, etc.

— Tables

— Chassis
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Chat groups, Online
USE — Online chat groups

— Chat groups, Online
USE — Online chat groups

— Chemical analysis
USE — Analysis

— Chemical defenses (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Defenses

— Chemical resistance
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

UF — Resistance, Chemical

— Chemical warfare (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual warfare.
— Complications and sequelae
USE — Complications

— Composition
H 1095; H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under natural substances of unfixed composition, including soils, plants, animals, farm products, etc., for the results of chemical analyses of those substances. For works on the methods of analyzing substances, including individual chemicals and materials and individual plants and groups of plants, or analyzing a sample, to determine the presence or quantity of those substances, use the subdivision Analysis

UF — Analysis results

— Constitutional content
NT — Mercury content
— Silica content

— Composition and exercises
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Compound words
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Compressed-gas motors
USE — Motors (Compressed-gas)

— Compression testing
(May Subd Geog) H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and joint types of materials.

BT — Testing

— Computer-aided design
(May Subd Geog) H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under individual headings.

— Computer-assisted instruction
H 1095; H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.

— Computer-assisted instruction for foreign speakers
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Computer-assisted instruction for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Computer control systems for motors
USE — Motors—Computer control systems

— Computer games
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works about computer games on those subjects.

BT — Games

— Computer games
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for computer games on those subjects.

BT — Software

— Computer network resources
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works on computer network resources available for research on those subjects.

BT — Electronic information resources

— Computer networks
(May Subd Geog) H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects. USE — Networks, Computer

— Security measures
(May Subd Geog) H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

BT — Security measures

— Computer programs
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

BT — Security measures

— Computer simulation
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects. USE — Simulation methods

— Concentration camps
(May Subd Geog) H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works about concentration camps.
--- Diesel motors
USE — Motors (Diesel)
--- Diet therapy (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Treatment
NT — Diseases—Diet therapy
--- Recipes
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
--- Differences, Age
USE — Age differences
--- Differences, Sex
USE — Sex differences
--- Differentials
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
--- Differentiation
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
--- Differentiation therapy (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
--- Diffusion rate
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
--- Digestive organs
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
--- Digests
H 1154.5
Use as a form subdivision under individual legal topics.
UF — Cases—Digests
BT — Abstracts
--- Digitization (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under types of library materials.
--- Dilatation (May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
UF — Enlargement
BT — Size
--- Diminutives
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
--- Dioceses (May Subd Geog)
H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.
--- Dipthongs
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
--- Diplomatic history
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under wars established directly under the name of the war. For wars established under names of places use [country]--Foreign relations--[period].
BT — History
--- Diplomatic service
H 1157
Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.
--- Dipole moments
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
--- Direct object
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
--- Direction and production
USE — Production and direction
--- Directories
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1120; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, and families, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, Christian denominations, types of organizations, and topical headings for individual directories containing names, addresses, and other identifying data.
--- Telephone
USE — Telephone directories
--- Disc brakes
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT — Brakes
--- Disciples
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about persons who received instruction from the individual or accepted the person's doctrines or teachings and assisted in spreading or implementing the discipline.
--- Discipline
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, classes of persons, individual religions, and Christian denominations for the enforcement of rules affecting conduct or action.
--- Discography
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, classes of persons, ethnic groups, forms and types of musical compositions, and topical headings for works about discography of those subjects.
--- Methodology
H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
BT — Methodology
--- Discography
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under names of individuals persons and corporate bodies for lists or catalogs of sound recordings by or about those persons or corporate bodies. Also use under forms and types of musical compositions, classes of persons, ethnic groups and topics for lists or catalogs of sound recordings of those subjects.
BT — Catalogs
NT — Music—Discography
--- Discourse analysis
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
--- Discovery and exploration
H 1140; H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
UF — Exploration and discovery—Exploring expeditions [Former subdivision]
NT — Aerial exploration—Colonies—Discovery and exploration
--- French, [Spanish, etc.]
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
--- Disease and pest resistance (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
UF — Pest resistance—Resistance to diseases and pests
NT — Resistance to pests
NT — Insect resistance
--- Genetic aspects
H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
BT — Genetics
--- Disease-free stock (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
--- Disease resistance (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
--- Diseases (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1147; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual animals and groups of animals, and individual organs and regions of the body.
UF — Diseases and hygiene [Former subdivision]
NT — Abscess—Ankylosis—Cancer—Cysts—Employees—Diseases—Hemorrhage—Hypertrophy—Infections—Metabolism—Disorders—Necrosis—Paralysis—Tumors—Ulcers
--- Alternative treatment (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Alternative treatment
--- Chemotherapy (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Chemotherapy
--- Chiropractic treatment (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Chiropractic treatment
--- Climatic factors (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Climatic factors
--- Cryosurgery
USE — Cryosurgery
--- Cytopathology
USE — Cytopathology
--- Diagnosis (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Diagnosis
--- Diet therapy (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Diet therapy
--- Endoscopic surgery
USE — Endoscopic surgery
--- Epidemiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Epidemiology
--- Genetic aspects
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Genetic aspects
--- Homeopathic treatment (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Homeopathic treatment
--- Imaging
USE — Imaging
--- Interventional radiology
USE — Interventional radiology
--- Laser surgery
USE — Laser surgery
--- Magnetic resonance imaging
USE — Magnetic resonance imaging
--- Molecular aspects
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under...
### Dwellings (May Subd Geog)

| H 1100 | H 1103 |

Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups for works on residential buildings for the group from the standpoint of architecture, construction, ethnology, etc. For works on social or economic aspects of the provision of housing for the group use the subdivision Housing. For works on homes of individual members of the group from an architectural or historical point of view, use the subdivision Homes and haunts.

### Economic conditions

| H 1100 | H 1103 | H 1140 | H 1149.5 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, and ethnic groups.

### UF

- Economic history
- Socioeconomic status [Former subdivision]

### NT

- Colonies—Economic conditions

### 16th century

| H 1140 | H 1100 | H 1103 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 17th century

| H 1140 | H 1100 | H 1103 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 18th century

| H 1100 | H 1103 | H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 19th century

| H 1100 | H 1103 | H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 20th century

| H 1100 | H 1103 | H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 21st century

| H 1100 | H 1103 | H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### [period subdivision]

- Regional disparities

| H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.

### Economic history

| USE | Economic conditions |

### Economic integration

| H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of regions larger than countries.

### Economic policy

| H 1140 | H 1149.5 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

### BT

- Government policy

### NT

- Colonies—Economic policy

### Ecophysiology (May Subd Geog)

| H 1147 | H 1180 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

### BT

- Physiology

### NT

- Seedlings—Ecophysiology

### Editions, Curious

| H 1188 |

Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

### UF

- Curious editions

### Education (May Subd Geog)

| H 1100 | H 1103 | H 1186 | H 1187 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

### BT

- Kings and rulers—Education

### NT

- Colonies—Economic conditions

### Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)

| H 1103 |

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

### USE

- Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic and economic topics.

### NT

- Design and plans

### USE

- Clothing

### Drill and tactics

| H 1159 |

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

### NT

- Artillery—Drill and tactics
- Cavalry—Drill and tactics
- Infantry—Drill and tactics
- Machine gun drill and tactics

### Handbooks, manuals, etc.

| H 1159 |

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under military services.

### UF

- Drill manuals [Former subdivision]
- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

### Drill manuals

| USE | Drill and tactics—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

### Drought resistance

| USE | Drought tolerance

### Drought tolerance (May Subd Geog)

| H 1180 |

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

### UF

- Drought resistance [Former subdivision]
- Resistance to droughts
- Tolerance, Drought

### Drug abuse

| USE | Drug use

### Drug effects

| USE | Effect of drugs on

### Drug testing (May Subd Geog)

| H 1100 |

Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons tested.

### UF

- Drug use—Testing
- Testing for drug use or abuse

### Drug use (May Subd Geog)

| H 1100; H 1103; H 1110 |

Further subdivide geographically only under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### Use as a topical subdivision under names of individuals, persons, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works on their use or abuse of drugs.

### UF

- Abuse of drugs
- Drug abuse

### BT

- Substance use

### Testing

| USE | Drug testing

### Drum brakes (May Subd Geog)

| H 1195 |

Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

### BT

- Brakes

### Druze authors

| H 1156 |

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

### Eclectic treatment (May Subd Geog)

| H 1150 |

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

### Eclectic treatment

| USE | Ecology

### Ecology (May Subd Geog)

| H 1147 | H 1180 |

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

### BT

- Treatment

### Econometric models

| H 1095; H 1153 |

Use as a topical subdivision under individual headings for works that employ mathematical or statistical models used to test or measure economic phenomena.

### Economic aspects (May Subd Geog)

| H 1095 |

Use as a topical subdivision under individual headings.

### NT

- Defenses—Economic aspects
- Emigration and immigration—Economic aspects
- Ethnic relations—Economic aspects
- Population—Economic aspects
- Race relations—Economic aspects
- Religion—Economic aspects

### Economic conditions

| H 1100; H 1103; H 1140; H 1149.5 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, and ethnic groups.

### DF

- Economic history
- Socioeconomic status [Former subdivision]

### NT

- Colonies—Economic conditions

### 16th century

| H 1140; H 1100; H 1103 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 17th century

| H 1140; H 1100; H 1103 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 18th century

| H 1100; H 1103 | H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 19th century

| H 1100; H 1103; H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 20th century

| H 1100; H 1103 | H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### 21st century

| H 1100; H 1103; H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons and ethnic groups.

### [period subdivision]

- Regional disparities

| H 1140 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of regions larger than countries.

### Economic policy

| H 1140; H 1149.5 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

### BT

- Government policy

### NT

- Colonies—Economic policy

### Ecophysiology (May Subd Geog)

| H 1147; H 1180 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

### BT

- Ecology

### NT

- Seedlings—Ecophysiology

### Editions, Curious

| H 1188 |

Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

### UF

- Curious editions

### Education (May Subd Geog)

| H 1100; H 1103; H 1186 | H 1187 |

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual religions and monastic orders, and under individual Christian denominations, classes of persons, and ethnic groups.

### NT

- Adult education
- Kings and rulers—Education

### Vocational education

### Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)

| H 1103 |

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

### USE

- Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic and economic topics.

### BT

- Law and legislation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effect of glyphosate on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of grazing on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1120</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of greenhouse gases on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of habitat modification on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of heat on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1164</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of heavy metals on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of high temperatures on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1158</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of human beings on animals and groups of animals</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of hunting on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of hurricanes on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of ice on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of implants on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1164</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of imprisonment on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1100</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of inflation on appropriations and expenditures</td>
<td>USE</td>
<td>Appropriations and expenditures—Effect of inflation on plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of inflation on pensions</td>
<td>USE</td>
<td>Pensions—Effect of inflation on plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of insectsicides on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of iron on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of lasers on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1158</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of light on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of logging on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of low temperatures on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1158</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of magnesium on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of magnetism on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1164; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of manganese on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of mineral industries</td>
<td>USE</td>
<td>Effect of mining on plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of minerals on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of mining on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of oil spills on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of oxygen on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of predators on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of poaching on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pollution on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of potassium on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of predators on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pollution on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pesticides on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of poaching on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pollution on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of potassium on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of predators on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pollution on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of potassium on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of predators on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pollution on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of potassium on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of predators on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pollution on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of potassium on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of predators on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pollution on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of potassium on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of predators on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pollution on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147; H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of potassium on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of predators on plants and groups of plants</td>
<td>H 1147</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
— Effect of temperature on (Continued)
— Reproduction—Effect of temperature on
— Effect of thermal pollution on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of trampling on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of trickloroethylene on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of ultraviolet radiation on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  NT — Embryos—Effect of ultraviolet radiation on
    — Larvae—Effect of ultraviolet radiation on
  USE — Effect of vagrant electric currents on
  USE — Effect of stray currents on
— Effect of vibration on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
— Effect of volcanic eruptions on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of water acidification on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
— Effect of water currents on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
— Effect of water levels on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of water pollution on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of water quality on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  NT — Embryos—Effect of water quality on
  USE — Effect of water temperature on
  USE — Effect of temperature on
— Effect of water waves on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of wildfires on
  USE — Effect of fires on
— Effect of wind on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Climatic factors
— Effect of wind power plants on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
— Effectiveness (May Subd Geog)
  H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual drugs and groups of drugs.
  NT — Therapeutic use—Effectiveness
  USE — Efficiency of feed utilization
  USE — Feed utilization efficiency
— Eggs (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
— Counting (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Counting
— Dispersal (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Dispersal
— Geographical distribution (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Geographical distribution
— Incubation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  UF — Incubation of eggs
— Egyptian influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
  BT — Foreign influences
— Elastic properties (May Subd Geog)
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
  UF — Elasticity
— Elasticity
  USE — Elastic properties
— Election districts
  H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.
  BT — Administrative and political divisions
— Elections
  H 1105; H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and legislative bodies.
  NT — Contested elections
— Elections, [date]
  H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.
— Elective system
  H 1151.5
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions.
— Electric equipment (May Subd Geog)
  H 1153; H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  BT — Equipment and supplies
— Electric generators (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
— Electrical installations
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Electronic intelligence (May Subd Geog)
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
  BT — Military intelligence
— Electronic publishing (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of published materials and headings for literature on particular topics.
  BT — Publishing
— Electronic technicians
  H 1159
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Elementary education
  USE — Education (Elementary)
— Elevations (Altitudes)
  USE — Altitudes
— Election
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Ellipses
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Emboucheur
  H 1161
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Embrasser
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and groups of musical instruments.
  NT — Hydrogen embrittlement
— Embryogenesis, Somatic
  USE — Somatic embryogenesis
— Embryology
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Embryos (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Anatomy
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of temperature on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Anatomy
— Effect of ultraviolet radiation on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Effect of ultraviolet radiation on
— Effect of water quality on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Electronic equipment (May Subd Geog)
  H 1153; H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  BT — Equipment and supplies
  NT — Ignition—Electronic systems
— Electronic fuel injection systems of motors
  USE — Motors—Electronic fuel injection systems
— Electronic information resources
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works on electronic information resources on those subjects.
  BT — Information resources
  NT — Computer network resources
— Electronic installations
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Electronic intelligence (May Subd Geog)
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
  BT — Military intelligence
— Electronic publishing (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of published materials and headings for literature on particular topics.
  BT — Publishing
— Electronic technicians
  H 1159
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Elementary education
  USE — Education (Elementary)
— Elevations (Altitudes)
  USE — Altitudes
— Election
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Ellipses
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Emboucheur
  H 1161
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Embrasser
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and groups of musical instruments.
  NT — Hydrogen embrittlement
— Embryogenesis, Somatic
  USE — Somatic embryogenesis
— Embryology
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Embryos (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Anatomy
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of temperature on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Anatomy
— Effect of ultraviolet radiation on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Effect of ultraviolet radiation on
— Effect of water quality on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of industries, processes, services, activities, institutions, disciplines, individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles, and individual wars.

UF — Apparatus [Former subdivision]
— Apparatus and equipment [Former subdivision]
— Apparatus and supplies [Former subdivision]
— Supplies [Former subdivision]

— Audio equipment
— Electric equipment
— Electronic equipment
— Hydraulic equipment
— Pneumatic equipment
— Radio equipment
— Safety appliances

— Ergative constructions
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Case
— Syntax

— Erosion (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

BT — Deterioration
NT — Cavitation erosion

— Errors, inventions, etc., of history
USE — History—Errors, inventions, etc.

— Errors of usage
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Idioms, corrections, errors [Former subdivision]
— Usage errors

— Eruption, [date]
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual volcanoes.

— Eruptions
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual volcanoes.

— Essence, genius, nature
H 1165
Use as a topical subdivision under individual religions.

— Estate
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works on the aggregate of property or liabilities of all kinds that a person leaves for disposal at his death, including discussions or cases of contested estates.

— Estimates (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of engineering, technical processes, industries, etc., for estimates of the cost of construction, installation, etc., or the carrying out of a task to completion.

UF — Estimates and cost [Former subdivision]

— Estimates and cost
USE — Estimates

— Etching (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Ethical aspects
USE — Moral and ethical aspects

— Ethical behavior
USE — Conduct of life

— Ethics
H 1110; H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works on the individual's ethical system and values. Also use under names of individual legislative bodies.

UF — Biography—Character [Former subdivision]
— Knowledge—Ethics
— Moral ideas
— Religion and ethics [Former subdivision]

— Ethics, Professional
USE — Professional ethics

— Ethnic identity
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

UF — Identity, Ethnic

— Ethnic relations
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Economic aspects

— Economic aspects
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

— Political aspects
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Political aspects

— Ethnobiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

NT — Ethnobotany
— Ethnology

— Ethnobotany (May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

BT — Ethnobiology

— Ethnological collections
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, corporate bodies, and families for works about their ethnological collections.

— Ethnomusical collections
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, corporate bodies, and families for works on their ethnomusical collections.

— Ethnology (May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

BT — Ethnobiology

— Etymology
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Names
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Names—Etymology

— Euphemism
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— European authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— European influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Evacuation of civilians (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

UF — Civilian evacuation

— Evaluation
H 1095; H 1105; H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of institutions, products, services, equipment, activities, projects, and programs for works on methods of assessing or appraising those subjects, or for works on both the methods and results of assessing them.
— Rating of
— Seedlings—Evaluation

— Evidences, authority, etc.
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
titles of sacred works.

— Evolution
H 1147, H 1149; H 1164; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals, individual
chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual
organs and regions of the body, and individual
plants and groups of plants.

— Behavior—Evolution
NT

— Examination
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
organs and regions of the body.

— Examination questions
USE
— Examinations, questions, etc.

—— Examination
H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1151; H 1151.5; H 1159
Under classes of persons only if a
heading for the corresponding field or activity
does not exist or cannot be established.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual corporate bodies, educational
institutions, and military services and under
types of educational institutions, classes of
persons, and topical headings for works about
examinations given by those organizations, for
those groups, or about those topics.

—— Educational tests
— Testing, Educational

—— Entrance examinations
— Graduate work—Examinations

—— Law and legislation
(May Subd Geog)
H 1151.5
Further subdivide by subdivisions used
under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under types of
educational institutions.

—— Use as a topical subdivision under
types of educational institutions.

—— Study guides
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form
subdivision under names of individual
corporate bodies, educational institutions,
and military services, and under types of
educational institutions, classes of persons,
and topical headings for study guides for
examinations given by those organizations,
for those groups, or about those topics.

—— Use as a topical subdivision under
titles of sacred works.

—— Subject
H 1151; H 1151.5
Further subdivide by disciplines and fields
of study.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual educational institutions and types
of educational institutions.

—— Examinations, questions, etc.
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, uniform titles of sacred
works, and topical headings for compilations
of questions and answers for examinations for
those groups or about those topics.

—— Examination questions
— Questions, examinations, etc.

—— Examples
USE
— Specimens

—— Excerpts
H 1095; H 1160
Further subdivide by other subdivisions for
musical presentation.
Use as a form subdivision under motion
picture forms and genres and under forms and
types of musical compositions.

—— Orchestral excerpts
NT

—— Excerpts, arranged
H 1160
Further subdivide by other subdivisions for
musical presentation.
Use as a form subdivision under forms and
types of musical compositions.

—— Arranged excerpts

—— Excerpts
H 1154

—— Excretion
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

—— Physical aspects
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals.

—— Physiological aspects
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

—— Exercise therapy
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases.

—— Physical therapy
BT
— Physical therapy

—— Exercises and composition
USE
— Composition and exercises

—— Exercises and studies
USE
— Studies and exercises

—— Exercises, Chapel
USE
— Chapel exercises

—— Exercises for dictation
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

—— Dictation exercises
BT
— Problemas, exercises, etc.

—— Exercises, problems, etc.
USE
— Problems, exercises, etc.

—— Exhaust gas of diesel motors
USE
— Motors (Diesel)—Exhaust gas

—— Exhaust gas of motors
USE
— Motors—Exhaust gas

—— Exhaust manifolds of motors
USE
— Motors—Exhaust manifolds

—— Exhaust systems of diesel motors
USE
— Motors (Diesel)—Exhaust systems

—— Exhibit catalogs
USE
— Exhibitions

—— Exhibition catalogs
USE
— Exhibitions

—— Exhibitions
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects
for works about exhibitions on those subjects.
Also use under headings for types of institutions
for works on exhibition techniques and
methodology in those institutions.

—— Catalogs
USE
— Exhibitions

—— Exhibitions
H 1105
Use as a form subdivision under subjects
for catalogues of exhibitions on those subjects.

—— Exhibit catalogs
— Exhibition catalogs

—— Exhibitions—Catalogs
BT
— Catalogs

—— Bibliography—Exhibitions
NT

—— Exhibitions and museums
USE
— Museums

—— Exhibit
(May Subd Geog)
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons.

—— Biography—Exile [Former subdivision]

—— Exile, Governments in
USE
— Governments in exile

—— Existential constructions
H 1124
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

—— Expansion and contraction
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
materials and types of materials.

—— Contraction and expansion
BT
— Effect of temperature on

—— Expansion, Territorial
USE
— Territorial expansion

—— Appropriations and expenditures
USE
— Appropriations and expenditures

—— Experimental literatures
USE
— Liturgy, Experimental

—— Experiments
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under scientific
and technical topics for works on experiments
and instructions for carrying them out.

—— Field experiments
NT

—— Experimental (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1148
Use as a topical subdivision under headings
for art forms and under types of art objects,
types of architecture, and types of buildings.

—— Appropriations and expenditures
USE
— Appropriations and expenditures

—— Executive agreements
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform
and technical topics for works on experiments
and instructions for carrying them out.

—— Executive agreements on foreign relations
USE
— Foreign relations—Executive
agreements

—— Executive agreements on foreign relations
USE
— Foreign relations—Executive
agreements

—— Exemplars
USE
— Specimens

—— Experiments
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals.

—— Physiology
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals.

—— Examination
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures.

—— Exploration, Aerial
USE
— Aerial exploration

—— Exploration and discovery
USE
— Discovery and exploration

—— Exploring expeditions
USE
— Discovery and exploration

—— Explosion, [date]
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual corporate bodies, buildings, structures,
etc.

—— Exposure limits, Occupational
USE
— Threshold limit values

—— Expansion
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual legislative bodies.

—— Extra-canonical parallels
H 1198
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform
titles of sacred works.

—— Extrusion
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects
for catalogues of exhibitions on those subjects.
Also use under headings for types of institutions
for works on exhibition techniques and
methodology in those institutions.

—— Catalogs
USE
— Exhibitions

—— Exhibitions
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects
for catalogues of exhibitions on those subjects.

—— Catalogs
— Exhibit catalogs

—— Exhibitions—Catalogs
BT
— Catalogs

—— Bibliography—Exhibitions
NT

—— Exhibitions and museums
USE
— Museums

—— Exhibition
(May Subd Geog)
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons.

—— Biography—Exile [Former subdivision]

—— Exile, Governments in
USE
— Governments in exile

—— Existential constructions
H 1124
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

—— Expansion and contraction
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
materials and types of materials.

—— Contraction and expansion
BT
— Effect of temperature on

—— Expansion, Territorial
USE
— Territorial expansion

—— Appropriations and expenditures
USE
— Appropriations and expenditures

—— Experimental literatures
USE
— Liturgy, Experimental

—— Experiments
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under scientific
and technical topics for works on experiments
and instructions for carrying them out.

—— Executive agreements
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform
and technical topics for works on experiments
and instructions for carrying them out.

—— Appropriations and expenditures
USE
— Appropriations and expenditures

—— Executive agreements
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under scientific
and technical topics for works on experiments
and instructions for carrying them out.

—— Executive agreements on foreign relations
USE
— Foreign relations—Executive
agreements

—— Executive agreements on foreign relations
USE
— Foreign relations—Executive
agreements

—— Exemplars
USE
— Specimens

—— Experiments
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals.

—— Physiology
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals.

—— Examination
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
literatures.

—— Exploration, Aerial
USE
— Aerial exploration

—— Exploration and discovery
USE
— Discovery and exploration

—— Exploring expeditions
USE
— Discovery and exploration

—— Explosion, [date]
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual corporate bodies, buildings, structures,
etc.

—— Exposure limits, Occupational
USE
— Threshold limit values

—— Expansion
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual legislative bodies.

—— Extra-canonical parallels
H 1198
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform
titles of sacred works.

—— Extrusion
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects
for catalogues of exhibitions on those subjects.
Also use under headings for types of institutions
for works on exhibition techniques and
methodology in those institutions.

—— Catalogs
USE
— Exhibitions

—— Exhibitions
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects
for catalogues of exhibitions on those subjects.

—— Catalogs
— Exhibit catalogs

—— Exhibitions—Catalogs
BT
— Catalogs

—— Bibliography—Exhibitions
NT

—— Exhibitions and museums
USE
— Museums

—— Exhibition
(May Subd Geog)
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons.

—— Biography—Exile [Former subdivision]

—— Exile, Governments in
USE
— Governments in exile

—— Existential constructions
H 1124
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.

—— Expansion and contraction
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
materials and types of materials.
Family (Continued)  
individual persons for works on the person’s family or relations with family members as well as for genealogical works about the person’s family.  
UF — Ancestry  
— Biography—Ancestry [Former subdivision]  
— Biography—Descendants [Former subdivision]  
— Biography—Family [Former subdivision]  
— Relations with family  
— Family history  
USE — Genealogy  
— Family relationships (May Subd Geog)  
H 1100  
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.  
— Family trees  
USE — Genealogy  
— Fatigue (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.  
NT — Corrosion fatigue  
— Thermal fatigue  
— Feces (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
— Detection (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
— Federal aid  
USE — Subsidies  
— Feed utilization efficiency (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
UF — Efficiency of feed utilization  
— Feeding and feeds (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals for works on the nutritional preparations provided for animals by humans as well as for works on the process of providing nourishment to them. For works on the nutritional substances that animals find on their own or provide for themselves as well as for works on their food habits, use the subdivision Food.  
UF — Feeding behavior  
USE — Food  
— Feeds  
USE — Feeding and feeds  
— Fees (May Subd Geog)  
H 1100  
Use as a topical subdivision under professional groups of persons.  
— Fees for licenses  
USE — Licenses—Fees  
— Fees for registration and transfer  
USE — Registration and transfer—Fees  
— Fellowships  
USE — Scholarships, fellowships, etc.  
— Female authors  
USE — Women authors  
— Female participation  
USE — Participation, Female  
— Feminist criticism (May Subd Geog)  
H 1188  
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.  
BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.  
— Fencers  
H 1195  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.  
— Fertility (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
— Fertilization  
H 1145.5  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual bodies of water.  
— Fertilizers (May Subd Geog)  
H 1180  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
UF — Fertilizers and manures [Former subdivision]  
— Fertilizers and manures  
USE — Fertilizers  
— Fibsuses  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
— Anatomy  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
BT — Anatomy  
— Physiology (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.  
BT — Physiology  
— Fibrosis (May Subd Geog)  
H 1164  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual parts and regions of the body.  
— Fiction  
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140  
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, names of deities and mythological or legendary figures, individual and groups of fictitious and legendary characters, and topical headings for collections of stories or novels on those subjects. Also use under names of individual persons and historic events for individual works of biographical or historical fiction, and under animals for individual stories about animals.  
UF — Legends and stories [Former subdivision]  
— Novels  
— Stories  
NT — Juvenile fiction  
— Fictional works  
H 1110  
Do not use under authors who write principally fiction.  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors for works of criticism about fictional works by the author.  
BT — Criticism and interpretation  
— Field experiments  
H 1180  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.  
BT — Experiments  
— Field guides  
USE — Identification  
— Field protocols  
USE — Fieldwork  
— Field service  
H 1159  
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.  
— Field study  
USE — Fieldwork  
— Field work  
USE — Fieldwork  
— Fieldwork (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095  
Use as a topical subdivision under disciplines for works on the techniques of carrying out work in the field to gain practical experience through firsthand observation and to collect data.  
UF — Field protocols  
— Field study  
— Field work [Former subdivision]  
BT — Methodology  
— Figures of speech  
H 1154  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.  
— Film adaptations  
H 1110; H 1155.8; H 1156; H 1160  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures, individual literary works entered under title, forms and types of musical compositions, and names of individual persons.  
UF — Film and video adaptations [Former subdivision]  
BT — Adaptations  
— Film and video adaptations  
USE — Film adaptations  
— Televisión adaptations  
— Film catalogs  
H 1095  
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for lists of films about those subjects.  
BT — Catalogs  
— Films for foreign speakers  
H 1154  
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.  
UF — Video recordings for foreign speakers [Former subdivision]  
— Films for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers  
H 1154  
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.  
UF — Video recordings for French [Spanish, etc.] speakers  
— Films, Juvenile  
USE — Juvenile films  
— Finance  
H 1095; H 1103; H 1105; H 1151; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1159; H 1187; H 1200  
This subdivision may be subdivided geographically for wars entered under directly their own names.  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual nongovernmental corporate bodies and under types of industries, corporate bodies, services, technical operations, etc., for works on their budgets and the raising and expenditure of funds. Use under names of individual government bodies and agencies, use the subdivision Appropriations and expenditures.  
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups for works on the financial affairs of the group as a whole. Also use under individual wars.  
UF — Finance, commerce, confiscations, etc. [Former subdivision]  
NT — Subsidies  
— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)  
H 1103; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1159  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.  
Do not further subdivide geographically under military services.  
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups, types of educational institutions, types of industries, and military services.  
BT — Law and legislation  
— Finance, commerce, confiscations, etc.  
USE — Confinishments and contributions — Finance  
— Finance, Personal  
H 1100; H 1103; H 1110  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about their personal financial affairs.  
UF — Personal finance  
— Fingering  
H 1161  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
— Molecular aspects
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

— Regulation
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

— Guard duty
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Guerrillas
  USE — Underground movements

— Guidance, Vocational
  USE — Vocational guidance

— Guide-books
  USE — Guidebooks

— Guidebooks
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1140
  Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies and parks, etc., and, under topical headings.
  UF — Description and travel — Guidebooks [Former subdivision]
  — Description and travel — Guidebooks [Former subdivision]

— Guided missile personnel
  H 1159
  Further subdivision by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Training of (May Subd Geog)
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
  BT — Training of

— Aids and devices
  H 1169
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Guides, Stage
  USE — Stage guides

— Gunners
  H 1159
  Further subdivision by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Gymnastics
  H 1151
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.
  BT — Sports

— Habitat (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Conservation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Conservation

— Habitat suitability index models (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Habitations (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

— Half-life of isotopes
  USE — Isotopes — Half-life

— Handbooks, manuals, etc.
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1140; H 1188
  Use under classes of persons only if a heading for the corresponding field or activity does not exist.
  Use as a form subdivision under subjects for concise reference works in which facts and information pertaining to the subject are arranged for ready reference and consultation rather than for continuous reading and study.
  UF — Manuals
  — Vade-mecums

— NT — Amateurs' manuals
  — Authorship — Style manuals
  — Dissertations — Style manuals
  — Drill and tactics — Handbooks, manuals, etc.
  — Laboratory manuals
  — Life skills guides
  — Non-commissioned officers' handbooks
  — Observers' handbooks
  — Officers' handbooks
  — Petty officers' handbooks
  — Sailors' handbooks

— Handling (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— NT — Carcasses — Handling
  — Manure — Handling
  — Seeds — Handling

— Handling characteristics (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Handwriting
  USE — Autographs
  USE — Handwriting

— Haplotypes
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Hardenability (May Subd Geog)
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Hardness (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Harmonics
  H 1161
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Harmonics
  H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for works about parallel texts or passages from those works.

— History and criticism
  H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
  BT — History and criticism

— Harmonics
  H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for parallel texts or passages from those works.

— Harmonics, English, [French, German, etc.]
  H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for parallel texts or passages from those works in that language.
— International status
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and bodies of water.

— International unification
H 1154.5
Use as a topical subdivision under legal topics for works on the harmonization and unification of laws on those topics across national borders.

UF — Harmonization, International
— International harmonization
— Unification, International

— Internet marketing (May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of commodities, products, and services.

BT — Marketing

— Interpretation
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under individual tests and types of tests.

— Interpretation and construction
H 1154.5
Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics.

— Interpretation and criticism
USE — Criticism and interpretation

— Interpretation (Phrasing, dynamics, etc.)
H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

— Interrogative
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Interventional radiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1150; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases and organs and regions of the body.

UF — Diseases—Interventional radiology
— Radiology, Interventional

— Interviews
H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about interviews with those persons. Also use under names of individual corporate bodies for works about interviews with persons associated with that corporate body.

— Intonation
H 1154; H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Intraoperative radiotherapy (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

BT — Radiotherapy

— Introductions
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

NT — Sacred books—Introductions

— Inventories
H 1095; H 1135
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries, institutions, and topical headings for works about raw materials, supplies, works in process, finished goods, etc., on hand at a particular time.

— Inventories
H 1095; H 1153
Use as a form subdivision under types of industries, institutions, and topical headings for lists of raw materials, supplies, works in process, finished goods, etc., on hand at a particular time.

— Inventory control (May Subd Geog)
H 1095, H 1105, H 1153; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under types of industries, organizations, and facilities.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, military services, and types of industries, organizations, and facilities.

UF — Control, Inventory

— Investigation of accidents
USE — Accidents—Investigation

— Investments, Capital
USE — Capital investments

— Iranian influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Irish Americans
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual services.

— Irish authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Irish influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Irrigation (May Subd Geog)
H 1190
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Islamic influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Islamic interpretations
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

BT — Foreign influences

— Isotopes (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under chemicals.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual elements and groups of elements for works discussing collectively the isotopic forms of those elements as well as for works on individual numbered isotopes of those elements.

UF — Radios isotopes

— Half-life (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual elements and groups of elements.

UF — Half-life of isotopes

— Italian Americans
H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars.

— Italian authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Italian influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Itineraries
USE — Travel

— Itineraries
USE — Tours

— Jain authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Japanese Americans
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars.

— Japanese authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Japanese influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Jargon
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

NT — Government jargon

— Jehovah's Witnesses versions
USE — Versions, Jehovah's Witnesses

— Jewelry (May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Jewish authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Jewish Christian authors
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Jewish criticism, interpretation, etc.
USE — Criticism, interpretation, etc., Jewish

— Jewish participation
USE — Participation, Jewish

— Jews (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on aspects of a war in relation to Jews, especially the war's effect on them. For works on the participation of Jews in the military actions of a war, use the subdivision Participation, Jewish.

— Job descriptions (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under occupational groups.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under military services and occupational groups for works about summaries of the essential activities involved in the performance of jobs.

UF — Descriptions of jobs
— Occupational descriptions
— Position descriptions
NT — Aviation—Job descriptions
— Employees—Job descriptions

— Job satisfaction (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees.

UF — Satisfaction, Job

— Job stress (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

UF — Stress, Job

— Job vacancies (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

UF — Vacancies, Job

— Jokes
USE — Humor

— Journalism, Military (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

UF — Military journalism

— Journalists
H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars.

— Journals (Diaries)
USE — Diaries

— Journals (Diaries)
USE — Diaries

— Journals (Periodicals)
USE — Periodicals
—— Majority leaders ——

H 1155

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.

UF — Majority leader [Former subdivision]

BT — Leadership

—— Majority whips ——

H 1155

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual legislative bodies.

UF — Majority whip [Former subdivision]

BT — Leadership

—— Male authors ——

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

UF — Men authors

—— Malpractice of medical personnel ——

UF — Medical personnel — Malpractice

—— Malpractice of surgeons ——

UF — Surgeons — Malpractice

—— Management ——

H 1095; H 1105; H 1153; H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, including government agencies, agencies, libraries, museums, parks, etc., and under types of industries, industrial plants and processes, special activities, resources, etc., under names of individual libraries, schools, and institutions in the spheres of health and social services, and under types of such institutions, and types of education and programs in the field of education use the subdivision Administration.

NT — Materials management

— Personnel management

— Risk management

—— Employee participation (May Subd Geog) ——

H 1153

Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

UF — Employee participation in management

—— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog) ——

H 1153

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

BT — Law and legislation

—— Maneuvers ——

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Manpower (May Subd Geog) ——

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

—— Manuals ——

USE — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

—— Manufacturers’ catalogs ——

H 1161

Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

UF — Catalogs, Manufacturers’ [Former subdivision]

BT — Catalogs

—— Manure (May Subd Geog) ——

H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

—— Environmental aspects (May Subd Geog) ——

H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Environmental aspects

—— Handling (May Subd Geog) ——

H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Handling

—— Manuscript maps ——

USE — Maps

—— Manuscripts ——

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1120; H 1156; H 1188

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and families, individual works entered under title, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, groups of literary authors, individual literatures, and topical headings for works about manuscripts by those persons, of those titles or literatures, or about those topics.

—— Bibliography

USE — Manuscripts — Catalogs

—— Catalogs ——

H 1095

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision for catalogs of manuscripts.

UF — Manuscripts — Bibliography

BT — Catalogs

—— Indexes ——

H 1095

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision for indexes to manuscripts.

BT — Indexes

—— Microform catalogs ——

H 1095

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision for catalogs of manuscripts in microform.

BT — Microform catalogs

—— Paragraphs ——

H 1188

Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

BT — Paragraphs

—— Facsimiles ——

H 1095; H 1110; H 1155.8

Use as a form subdivision under names of individual literary authors and composers for facsimile editions of manuscripts of individual works or collections of works. Also use under literary works entered under title for facsimile editions of manuscripts of those works.

BT — Facsimiles

—— Manuscripts (Papyri) ——

H 1188

Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Maori authors ——

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Map collections ——

H 1095; H 1110; H 1120

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies for works on their collections of maps.

—— Mapping of genomes

USE — Genome mapping

—— Maps ——

H 1095; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under topical headings for works about maps on those subjects.

—— Bibliography

H 1095; H 1105; H 1140

Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under topical headings.

BT — Bibliography

—— Early works to 1800 ——

H 1095; H 1140

Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under topical headings for maps of those places or topics issued before 1800.

UF — Early maps

—— To 1800 ——

USE — Maps

—— To 1800 ——

USE — Maps — Early works to 1800

—— Maps, Comparative

USE — Maps

—— Maps for children

USE — Maps

—— Maps for people with visual disabilities

USE — Maps

—— Maps for the blind

USE — Maps

—— Juvenile literature

USE — Maps

—— To 1800

USE — Maps

—— Marathi authors

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Marginal notes

USE — Library — Marginal notes

—— Marginal readings

H 1188

Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

UF — Readings, Marginal
— Methods (Jazz-rock) (Continued)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Jazz)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Honky-tonk)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Funk)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Folk)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Swing)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Salsa)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Latin jazz)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Rock)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Rhythm and blues)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Microbiology
BT — Metabolism
H 1147; H 1150; H 1158; H 1164; H 1180 Use as a topical subdivision under individual microorganisms and groups of microorganisms.

— Microbiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1150; H 1158; H 1164; H 1180 Use as a topical subdivision under individual microorganisms and groups of microorganisms.

— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Rhythm and blues) (Continued)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Rhythm and blues)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Reggae)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Reggae)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Reggae)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Reggae)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Reggae)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Reggae)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Reggae)
— Self-instruction
H 1161 Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

**UF** — Leadership, Military

---

**Military life**

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

---

**Military police**

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services other than air forces and navies. Under air forces, use the subdivision Air police. Under navies, use the subdivision Shore patrol.

---

**Foreign auxiliaries**

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

**UF** — Foreign auxiliaries of military police

---

**Military policy**

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under countries, etc.

**BT** — Government policy

---

**Religious aspects**

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries and regions larger than countries.

---

**Military relations**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of regions, countries, cities, etc., for non-hostile military relations and/or cooperation between one region or jurisdiction and another.

**UF** — Military relations—Foreign countries

**BT** — Relations

---

**Foreign countries**

USE — Military relations

---

**Military**

H 1140

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under individual lands and types of lands.

---

**Military aspects**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1159

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

---

**Military currency**

(H 1183; H 1150; H 1164; H 1187)

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

---

**Military destruction**

(H 1156; H 1185; H 1186; H 1187)

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

---

**Military history**

H 1159

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under individual lands and types of lands.

---

**Military intelligence**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual lands and types of lands.

---

**Military leadership**

H 1110

Use as a topical subdivision under leadership.
— Molecular aspects (Continued)
   — Parasites—Molecular aspects
   — Phylogeny—Molecular aspects
— Molecular diagnosis (May Subd Geog)
   H 1150
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
   BT — Diagnosis
— Molecular genetics
   H 1147; H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Molecular rotation
   H 1149
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
— Money (May Subd Geog)
   H 1103
   Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.
— Mongolian authors
   H 1156
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and major genres of literatures.
— Monitoring (May Subd Geog)
   H 1147; H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
   NT — Diseases and pests—Monitoring
— Monozygotes
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Monuments (May Subd Geog)
   H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1120; H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and families, classes of persons, ethnic groups, and individual wars.
   UF — Monuments, etc. [Former subdivision]
   — Memorials, etc.
   USE — Monuments
— Mood
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
   NT — Subjunctive
— Moral and ethical aspects (May Subd Geog)
   H 1095; H 1200
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars and non-religious or non-ethical topics.
   UF — Ethical aspects
   — Moral and religious aspects [Former subdivision]
   — Moral aspects [Former subdivision]
   — Moral and religious aspects
   USE — Moral and ethical aspects
   — Moral aspects
   USE — Moral and ethical aspects
— Moral conditions
   H 1140
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
— Moral ideas
   USE — Ethics
— Mormon authors
   H 1156
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Morphemics
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under languages and groups of languages.
— Morphogenesis (May Subd Geog)
   H 1147; H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Morphology
   H 1147, H 1154; H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual languages and groups of languages, and individual plants and groups of plants.
   NT — Dialects—Morphology
   — Pollen—Morphology
   — Seeds—Morphology
— Spermatozoa—Morphology
— Spores—Morphology
— Morphophonics
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Morphosyntax
   H 1154
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Mortality (May Subd Geog)
   H 1100; H 1103; H 1147; H 1150; H 1180
   Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual animals and groups of animals, and individual diseases and types of diseases, and individual plants and groups of plants.
   UF — Patients—Mortality
— Morbidity customs
   USE — Funeral customs and rites
— Motion picture plays
   H 1110
   Do not use under authors who write principally film scripts.
   Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors for works of criticism about film scripts written by the author.
   UF — Moving-picture plays [Former subdivision]
   — Screenplays
   BT — Criticism and interpretation
— Motion pictures and the war, [revolution, etc.]
   H 1200
   Complete the subdivision by repeating the generic term for the type of engagement contained in the heading.
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Motives, themes
   USE — Themes, motives
— Motorcycle troops
   H 1159
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services.
— Motors
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
— Bearings (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   BT — Bearings
— Camshafts
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Camshafts of motors
— Carburetors
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Carburetors of motors
— Combustion (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   BT — Combustion
— Computer control systems (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Computer control systems for motors
— Control systems
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   BT — Control systems
— Cooling (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Cooling systems of motors
— Crankshafts
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Crankshafts of motors
— Cylinder blocks
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Cylinder blocks of motors
— Cylinder heads (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Cylinder heads of motors
— Cylinders
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Cylinders of motors
— Fluid dynamics
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Fluid dynamics
— Electronic fuel injection systems
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Electronic fuel injection systems of motors
   BT — Motors—Fuel injection systems
— Exhaust gas (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Exhaust gas of motors
— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   BT — Law and legislation
— Exhaust manifolds
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Exhaust manifolds of motors
— Exhaust systems
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Exhaust systems of motors
— Fuel injection systems
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Fuel injection systems of motors
   NT — Motors—Electronic fuel injection systems
— Fluid dynamics
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
   UF — Fluid dynamics
— Gaskets
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
— Knock (May Subd Geog)
   H 1195
   Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
— Cooling systems
— Name (Continued)

1187; H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual persons, deities, and corporate bodies, and under ethnic groups, Christian denominations, wars, events, etc., for works on the name's origin, history, spelling, validity, etc.

— Names

H 1095; H 1147; H 1151.5

Use as a topical subdivision under types of objects, events, organizations, and educational institutions for works on the rules, customs, etc., in the naming of those items. Also use under groups of animals for works on the history, origin, customs, etc., of selecting personal names for individual animals.

NT — Demonym

— Etymology

USE — Etymology — Names

— Narrative criticism

USE — Criticism, Narrative

— Narratives, Personal

USE — Personal narratives

— Nasality

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— National Guard

H 1140

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under military services. Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.

— Natural history collections

H 1102; H 1110; H 1120

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies for works about their collections of natural history items or specimens.

— Naval history

USE — History, Naval

— Naval militia

H 1140

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under military services. Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.

BT — Militia

— Naval operations

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars. Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals. UF — Battles, sieges, etc. [Former subdivision]

— Submarine

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars. UF — Submarine operations

— Naval operations, American, [British, etc.]

H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Navigation

H 1145.5

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual bodies of water.

— Law and legislation

H 1145.5

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics. Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual bodies of water.

BT — Law and legislation

— Nazi persecution (May Subd Geog)

H 1186

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual religious and monastic orders.

UF — Persecution, Nazi

— NCOs

USE — Non-commissioned officers

— Necrology

H 1186

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual religious and monastic orders.

— Necropsy (May Subd Geog)

H 1164

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases. Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

BT — Diseases

— Needle biopsy (May Subd Geog)

H 1164

Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

UF — Biopsy, Needle [Former subdivision]

BT — Biopsy

— Needs assessment in prevention of diseases

USE — Prevention — Needs assessment

— Negatives

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Nervous system

H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

NT — Sense organs

— Nests

(May Subd Geog) H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual nesting animals and groups of nesting animals.

BT — Habitations

— Abandonment

(May Subd Geog) H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

UF — Abandonment of nests

— Counting

(May Subd Geog) H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Counting

— Networks, Computer

USE — Computer networks

— Networks, Social

USE — Social networks

— Neutralization

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— New words

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Vocabulary

— News media coverage

USE — Press coverage

— Newspapers

H 1095; H 1103; H 1140

Use as a form subdivision under subjects.

BT — Periodicals

— Nitrogen content

(May Subd Geog) H 1158

Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Nobility, Titles of

USE — Titles

— Noise

H 1095; H 1153

Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries and topical headings.

— Nomenclators

USE — Nomenclature

— Nomenclature

H 1095; H 1147; H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under scientific and technical disciplines and types of substances, plants, and animals for works about the creation or application of systematically derived and formally sanctioned names of those topics.

UF — Scientific names

— Nomenclature

H 1095; H 1147; H 1180

Use as a form subdivision under scientific and technical disciplines and types of substances, plants, and animals for systematically derived lists of names or designations that have been formally adopted or sanctioned.

UF — Nomenclators

— Scientific names

— Nomenclature (Popular)

H 1147; H 1190

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants for works about common names of those organisms.

UF — Common names

— Popular nomenclature

— French, [Italian, etc.]

H 1147; H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and groups of plants.

— Nominals

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Nomograms

H 1095

Use as a form subdivision under topical headings.

— Non-commissioned officers

H 1159

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

UF — NCOs

— Handbooks, manuals, etc.

USE — Non-commissioned officers’ handbooks

— Non-commissioned officers’ handbooks

H 1159

Use as a form subdivision under military services.

UF — Non-commissioned officers — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

— Non-destructive testing

(May Subd Geog) H 1158

Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

BT — Testing

— Northern Irish authors

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Northern Thai influences

H 1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Notation

H 1095; H 1158

Use as a topical subdivision under scientific and technical topics for works about the symbols, formulae, or signs employed in those topics.

— Notebooks, sketchbooks, etc.

H 1110

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individuals for works about notebooks, sketchbooks, etc., of the person.

UF — Sketchbooks

— Noun

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

NT — Collective nouns

— Noun phrase

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Novels

USE — Fiction

— Null subject

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Number

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Numbers, Code

USE — Code numbers

— Numbers, Serial

USE — Serial numbers

— Numerals

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Numerical division

H 1188

Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

UF — Division, Numerical

— Numismatic collections

H 1105; H 1110; H 1120

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies for works about their numismatic
collections.

NT — Coin collections
— Numismatics
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of
  individual persons for works on the
  representation of the person on coins, tokens,
  medals, paper money, etc.

NT — Medals

Nurses
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.
BT — Medical personnel

Nursing (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases.
NT — Diseases—Nursing
— Surgery—Nursing
— Transplantation—Nursing

Nursing home care (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
persons.
BT — Institutional care

Nutrition (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, individual animals and
and groups of animals, and individual plants
and groups of plants.
NT — Embryos—Nutrition

Requirements (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
persons and individual animals and groups of
animals.
UF — Nutritional requirements
— Requirements, Nutritional

Nutritional aspects (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases.
NT — Diseases—Nutritional aspects
— Diseases and pests—Nutritional aspects
— Surgery—Nutritional aspects

Nutritional requirements
USE — Nutrition—Requirements

Obituaries
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
persons and ethnic groups.

Obscene words
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.
BT — Vocabulary

Observations
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under scientific
topics for works about the processing and use of
data obtained by the observation of natural
phenomena.
Observations
NT — Climate—Observations

Observers' manuals
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under scientific
topics for instruction books on making
observations of natural phenomena.
BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Obsolete words
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.
BT — Vocabulary

Occasional influences
USE — Western influences

Occupant restraint systems (May Subd Geog)
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
UF — Restraint systems, Occupant
BT — Safety appliances
NT — Seat belts

Occupational descriptions
USE — Job descriptions

— Occupational descriptions
USE — Job descriptions

— Occupational exposure limits
USE — Threshold limit values

Occupational specialties
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.

Occupations
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual religious and monastic orders.

Occupied territories
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
wars.

Odor (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals.

Odor control of animal housing
USE — Housing—Odor control

Oeuvre catalogues
USE — Catalogues raisonnés

Off-road operation (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
UF — Operation off-road

Office records
USE — Records and correspondence

Office records
USE — Records and correspondence

Office efficiency reports
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.

Officers
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.
NT — African American officers
— General staff officers
— Officers on detached service
— Handbooks, manuals, etc.
USE — Officers' handbooks

Officers' clubs
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.
UF — Clubs, Officers'

Officers' handbooks
H 1159
Use as a form subdivision under military
services.

UF — Handbooks, manuals, etc.
BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Officers on detached service
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military
services.
BT — Officers

Officials and employees (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1105; H 1140; H 1149.5; H 1155;
H 1159
Subdivide geographically only under names of
countries, cities, etc.
UF — Foreign countries

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.

UF — Colonial officials and employees

Accidents (May Subd Geog)
H 1105; H 1140
Do not subdivide geographically under
names of countries, cities, etc.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., and individual
government agencies.
BT — Accidents

Furloughs
H 1105; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., and individual
government agencies.
— Partitive (Continued)
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Parts (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
NT — Bodies—Parts
— Motors—Parts
— Transmission devices—Parts
— Transmission devices, Automatic—Parts

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT — Law and legislation
— Parts and scores
USE — Scores and parts

— Parts of speech
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Parts (solo)
H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

— Partituation (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Reproduction

— Party work
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual political parties.

— Passenger lists
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under names of individual ships.
UF — Lists of passengers

— Passive voice
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Pastoral counseling of (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
BT — Counseling of

— Pastoral letters and charges
H 1187
Use as a form subdivision under individual Christian denominations.

— Patents
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under disciplines and under types of articles and processes patented for works about patents.

— Pathogenesis
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Pathogens (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Pathophysicsology
H 1149; H 1150; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals, individual diseases and types of diseases, and individual organs and regions of the body.
UF — Diseases—Pathophysiology
— Physiopathology
BT — Physiology

— Animal models
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Animal models

— Patients (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

NT — Surgery—Patients
— Transplantation—Patients
— Mortality
USE — Mortality
— Patronage
USE — Art patronage
— Pay, allowances, etc.
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
NT — Reserves—Pay, allowances, etc.

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
BT — Law and legislation
— Payroll deductions of officials and employees
USE — Officials and employees—Payroll deductions
— Peace
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Pedaling
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under musical instruments and families of instruments.
UF — Instruction and study—Pedaling [Former subdivision]
— Studies and exercises—Pedaling [Former subdivision]

— Pedigrees
H 1147
Use as a form subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
UF — Herd-books [Former subdivision]
— Stud-books [Former subdivision]
— Studbooks
BT — Genealogy

— Pejoration
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Penetration resistance
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
UF — Resistance to penetration

— Pensions (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; 1155
Further subdivide geographically only under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
UF — Salaries, pensions, etc. [Former subdivision]
NT — Employees—Pensions
— Officials and employees—Pensions

— Cost-of-living adjustments (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.
UF — Cost-of-living adjustments to pensions

— Effect of inflation on (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.
UF — Effect of inflation on pensions

— Unclaimed benefits (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.
UF — Unclaimed pension benefits

— Performance (May Subd Geog)
H 1181; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments, and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Performance records
H 1147
Use as a form subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
UF — Records, Performance

— Performances (May Subd Geog)
H 1105; H 1110; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under performing artists and performing groups of all types for works about their performances. Use under composers, choreographers, etc., for works about performances of their compositions or works. Also use under forms and types of musical compositions for works on performances of those compositions.
NT — First performances

— Periodicals
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works about periodicals on those subjects.
UF — Journals (Periodicals)
— Societies, periodicals, etc. [Former subdivision]
— Yearbooks [Former subdivision]

— Abbreviations of titles
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under subjects for works containing lists of abbreviations of titles of periodicals on those subjects.
BT — Abbreviations of titles

— Bibliography
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision for works containing lists of periodicals on those subjects.
BT — Bibliography

— Catalogs
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under lists of serials or periodicals held by one organization or library, assembled as a private collection, or issued by an individual publisher.
BT — Bibliography—Catalogs

— Union lists
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under catalogs of serials or periodicals on those subjects held by two or more libraries.
BT — Bibliography—Union lists

— Indexes
H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision for indexes to periodicals on those subjects.
BT — Indexes

— Periodicals
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for periodicals on those subjects.
UF — Journals (Periodicals)
— Societies, periodicals, etc. [Former subdivision]
— Yearbooks [Former subdivision]
NT — Newspapers
— Students—Yearbooks

— Periodization
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Periodization of history
USE — History—Periodization

— Periods, Transition USE — Transition periods

— Permeability
H 1149; H 1158; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual materials and types of materials, and individual organs and regions of the body.

— Peroxidation
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
BT — Oxidation

— Persecution, Nazi
USE — Nazi persecution

— Persian authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Persian influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
BT — Foreign influences

— Person
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants, individual languages and groups of languages, individual diseases and types of diseases, individual musical instruments and families of instruments, and individual wars.

—**Buddhism, Christianity, etc.**

H 1147; H 1149; H 1150; H 1154; H 1158,
H 1161; H 1164; H 1180; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual materials and types of materials, individual languages and groups of languages, individual diseases and types of diseases, individual organs and regions of the body, individual musical instruments and families of instruments, and individual wars.

—**Protestant churches**

H 1100; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and military services.

—**Religious life and customs**

H 1140; H 1148.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

NT — Colonies — Religious life and customs

—**Relocation**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees and ethnic groups.

—**Remedial teaching**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—**Remodeling**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of structures and rooms.

—**Remodeling for other use**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings and structures.

—**Remote sensing**

H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.

—**Remote-sensing images**

H 140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

NT — Aerial photographs

—**Remote-sensing maps**

USE — Maps

—**Render service**

H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—**Removal of snow**

USE — Snow protection and removal

—**Reapportionment**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1150; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases and individual organs and regions of the body.

UF — Diseases — Reapportionment

BT — Surgery

—**Reorganization**

H 1102; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under corporate bodies and military services.

—**Repair and maintenance**

USE — Maintenance and repair

—**Repairing**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1096
Use as a topical subdivision under types of objects not requiring maintenance.

BT — Maintenance and repair

NT — Tires — Repairing

—**Reparations**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1103; H 1200
Do not subdivide geographically under individual wars.

Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups and individual wars.

—**Reparation, Forced**

USE — Forced repatriation

—**Reparation of war dead**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

UF — Dead — Repatriation of — War dead — Repatriation of

—**Reporters and reporting**

H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.

—**Reporting**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

NT — Defects — Reporting

—**Toxicology — Reporting**

—**Reporting to**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees.

—**Representation, Symbolic**

USE — Symbolic representation

—**Reproduction**

H 1147; H 1148; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual art forms and headings for national or ethnic art for the processes of producing images of the art. Also use under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants for works on the physiological processes, sexual or asexual, by which organisms generate offspring of the same kind. For works on the controlled mating and selection of the organisms by humans, usually for the purpose of improving the species or breed, use the subdivision Breeding.

BT — Physiology

NT — Parturition

—**Pollination**

—**Pregnancy**

—**Propagation**

—**Spawning**

—**Climatic factors**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Climatic factors

—**Effect of altitude on**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Effect of altitude on

—**Effect of light on**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Effect of temperature on

—**Endocrine aspects**

H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Endocrinology

—**Regulation**

H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

UF — Regulation of reproduction

—**Repubiques**

H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under headings of the type [topic]—country for works discussing collectively the republics of a country in relation to the topic.

BT — Administrative and political divisions

—**Requirements for entrance**

USE — Entrance requirements

—**Requirements for graduation**

USE — Graduation requirements

—**Requirements for residence**

USE — Residence requirements

—**Requirements, Insurance**

USE — Insurance requirements

—**Research**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1149; H 1154.5; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.

NT — Dialects — Research

—**Law and legislation**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1149; H 1192
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

USE as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Law and legislation

—**Research grants**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1095; H 1105
Further subdivide geographically only under topical headings.

USE as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under topical headings.

UF — Grants — Research

—**Reserve fleets**

H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

NT — Women’s reserves

—**Pay, allowances, etc.**

H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

BT — Pay, allowances, etc.

—**Personnel records**

H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—**Promotions**

USE — Promotions

—**Residence requirements**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1100; H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups, types of employees, and types of educational institutions.

UF — Requirements for residence — Residency requirements

—**Residences**

USE — Dwellings — Homes and haunts — Residency requirements

USE — Residency requirements

—**Residues**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

—**Resignation**

(May Subd Geog)

H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees.

—**Resignation from office**

H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

—**Resistance**

USE — Chemical resistance

—**Resistance, Skid**

USE — Skid resistance

—**Resistance to diseases**

USE — Disease resistance

—**Resistance to diseases and pests**

USE — Disease and pest resistance

—**Resistance to droughts**

USE — Drought tolerance

—**Resistance to frost**

USE — Frost resistance

—**Resistance to insects**

USE — Insect resistance
--- Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
    "--- Phonorecords for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers [Former subdivision]"
    UF — Phonorecords for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers [Former subdivision]
    BT — Leadership

--- Speciation (May Subd Geog)
    H 1147; H 1149; H 1150
    Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, and individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
    NT — Speciation

--- Specifications (May Subd Geog)
    H 1095; H 1153; H 1158
    Use under types of industries only when the works are about specifications not limited to a single product of an industry.
    NT — Specifications

--- Spectra
    H 1095; H 1149; H 1158
    Use as a topical subdivision under types of literature and groups of literature, and under types of materials, elementary particles, and celestial bodies.
    NT — Spectra

--- Spectral analysis
    H 1154
    Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
    NT — Spectral analysis

--- Spectroscopic imaging (May Subd Geog)
    H 1150; H 1164
    Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual plants and groups of plants, and individual animals and groups of animals.
    NT — Spectroscopic imaging

--- Speeches in Congress
    H 1105
    Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
    NT — Speeches in Congress

--- Spelling
    USE — Orthography and spelling

--- Spermatozoa
    H 1147
    Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
    NT — Spermatozoa

--- Abnormalities (May Subd Geog)
    H 1147
    Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
    NT — Abnormalities

--- Morphology
    H 1147
    Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
    NT — Morphology

--- Modesty
    H 1147
    Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
    NT — Modesty

--- Spiritual life
    H 1158
    Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual religious and monastic orders.
    NT — Spiritual life

---Spiritualistic interpretations
    H 1110
    Use under types of industries only when the works are about spiritualistic interpretations not limited to a single product of an industry.
    NT — Spiritualistic interpretations

--- Spoken French, [Japanese, etc.] (May Subd Geog)
    H 1154
    Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
    NT — Spoken French, [Japanese, etc.]

--- Speeds
    USE — Parodies, imitations, etc.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study and teaching (Continuing education)</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study and teaching (Early childhood)</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study and teaching (Elementary)</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study and teaching (Graduate)</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study and teaching (Higher)</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study and teaching (Middle school)</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study and teaching (Primary)</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study and teaching (Residency)</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study and teaching (Secondary)</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Foreign speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Style | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |

| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |

| Study and teaching (Middle school) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Primary) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Secondary) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Residency) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Secondary) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |

| Style | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Middle school) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |

| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |

| Study and teaching (Middle school) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Secondary) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Graduate) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Higher) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |

| Study and teaching (Middle school) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Secondary) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Graduate) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Higher) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |

| Study and teaching (Middle school) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Secondary) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Graduate) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
| Study and teaching (Higher) | Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages. |
— Tables (Continued)
  UF — Charts, tables, etc. [Former subdivision]
  — Formulae, tables, etc. [Former subdivision]
  — Tables and ready reckoners [Former subdivision]
  — Tables, calculations, etc. [Former subdivision]
  — Tables, etc. [Former subdivision]
  NT — Conversion tables
— Tables and ready reckoners
  USE — Tables
— Tables, calculations, etc.
  USE — Tables
— Tables, etc.
  USE — Tables
— Tables of contents
  H 1095
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of individual works and under types of publications for works that consist of tables of contents of those works.
  UF — Contents, Tables of
— Tactical aviation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services.
  BT — Aviation
  — Tagging
  USE — Marking
  — Tales, Legendary
  USE — Legends
— Tank warfare
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Taoist Influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
— Target practice
  H 1157
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Taxation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works on the taxes levied on income-producing activities or articles of value; also use under classes of persons and ethnic groups for taxes levied on those groups.
— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings.
  BT — Law and legislation
  — Teaching of the Bible
  USE — Biblical teaching
  — Teaching office
  H 1187
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual Christian denominations.
— Teaching pieces
  H 1160
  Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— Teachings
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works discussing in general the body of knowledge, precepts, or doctrines the person taught to others.
— Technique
  H 1095; H 1110; H 1148
  Use as a topical subdivision under disciplines, especially those involving laboratory routines, for nonteoretical works describing steps to be followed in performing required tasks. Use under names of individual literary authors and under literary form headings for works on writing technique. Also use under individual art forms and headings for national or ethnic art for works on artistic technique.
— Technological innovations (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095, H 1147; H 1153; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works on fundamental technological improvements or changes in materials, production methods, processes, organization, or management which increase efficiency or production.
  UF — Innovations, Technological
— Technicality
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Teenagers' use (May Subd Geog)
  H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
  UF — By teenagers
— Telephone calls
  H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1120; H 1149
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons and families, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for recordings or transcripts of telephone calls by or to those persons or groups.
— Telephone directories
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140; H 1153
  Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual corporate bodies, classes of persons, ethnic groups, and types of organizations and industries.
  UF — Directories—Telephone [Former subdivision]
  BT — Directories
  — Yellow pages
  H 1140
  Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  UF — Yellow pages
— Television adaptations
  H 1110; H 1155; H 1156; H 1160
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures, individual literary works entered under title, forms and types of musical compositions, and names of individual persons.
  UF — Film and video adaptations [Former subdivision]
  BT — Adaptations
— Television and the war, [revolution, etc.]
  H 1200
  Complete the subdivision by repeating the generic term for the type of engagement contained in the heading.
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Television broadcasting of proceedings
  H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.
— Television plays
  USE — Radio and television plays
— Temperature (May Subd Geog)
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Tempo
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
  BT — Phonetics
— Temporal clauses
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
  BT — Clauses
— Temporal constructions
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
  BT — Syntax
— Tennis
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Tenure of land
  USE — Land tenure
— Term of office
  H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.
— Terminology
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, individual Christian denominations, and topical headings for works about words and expressions found in those works or used in those fields.
— Pronunciation
  H 1095; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works and topical headings.
  UF — Pronunciation of terminology
— Terms and phrases
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, individual Christian denominations, and topical headings for works that list words and expressions found in those works or used in those fields.
  NT — Grammar—Terminology
— Terms and phrases
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages for works about expressions, phrases, idioms, etc., found in those languages.
  UF — Phrases and terms
— Territorial boundaries
  USE — Boundaries
— Territorial expansion
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.
  UF — Expansion, Territorial subdivisions
— Territorial possessions
  USE — Territories and possessions
— Territorial questions (May Subd Geog)
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Territory (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Behavior
— Territories and possessions
  H 1095; H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under headings of the type [topic]—[country] for works discussing collectively the territories and territorial possessions of a country in relation to the topic, for example, Postmarks—United States—Territories and possessions. Also use under names of regions and countries for works discussing collectively the territorial possessions of the region or country.
  UF — Possessions and territories
— Political and government
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of regions and countries.
  BT — Politics and government
— Test shooting
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Compression testing
— Crash tests
— Environmental testing
— Fire testing
— Impact testing
— Materials—Dynamic testing
— Nondestructive testing
— Seeds—Testing
— Therapeutic use—Testing
— Testing, Educational
USE — Examinations
— Testing for drug use or abuse
USE — Drug testing
— Testing for toxicity
USE — Toxicity testing
— Text-books
USE — Textbooks
— Text-books for foreign speakers
— Textbooks
H 1154; H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons and corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings, for works about textbooks on those subjects.
UF — Text-books [Former subdivision]
— Textbooks
H 1095; H 1154; H 1168
Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings, for works about textbooks on those subjects.
UF — Text-books
— Textbooks for English, [French, etc.] speakers
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under artificial languages.
— Textbooks for foreign speakers
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Texts
H 1095; H 1154; H 1168
Use as a topical subdivision under individual lesser-known languages, dialects, early periods of languages, headings of the type [ethnic group]—Languages and [place]—Languages, liturgy headings, and headings for vocal music for works about texts.
NT — Liturgy—Texts
— Rituals—Texts
— Dating
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under lesser-known languages, under headings of the type [ethnic group]—Languages, or [place]—Languages, and under early periods of languages (ca. pre-1500).
BT — Dating
— Texts
NT — Dialects—Texts
— Hymns—Texts
— Languages—Texts
— Liturgy—Texts
— Rituals—Texts
— Songs and music—Texts
— Textual criticism
USE — Criticism, Textual
— Texture
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
— Thai influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
— Theater and the war, [revolution, etc.]
H 1200
Complete the subdivision by repeating the generic term for the type of engagement contained in the heading.
— Thematic catalogs
H 1110; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
BT — Catalogs
— Themes, motives
H 1095; H 1110; H 1148; H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and individual literary and art forms.
UF — Motives, themes
— Themes, motives, Literary
USE — Literary themes, motives
— Theology
H 1186; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and under uniform titles of sacred works.
NT — Liturgy—Theology
— Therapeutic use
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1147; H 1149; H 1180
Do not use under individual drugs and groups of drugs.
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works on their use in treating disease.
UF — Medicinal use
BT — Use in therapeutics
— Administration
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual and groups of non-drug chemicals.
— Controlled release
(May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual and groups of non-drug chemicals.
BT — Controlled release
— Effectiveness
(May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual and groups of non-drug chemicals.
BT — Effectiveness
— Side effects
(May Subd Geog)
H 1149; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual and groups of plants and under individual and groups of non-drug chemicals.
— Testing
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual and groups of non-drug chemicals.
BT — Testing
— Therapy
USE — Treatment
— Thermal conductivity
(May Subd Geog)
H 1149; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.
UF — Conductivity, Thermal
BT — Thermal properties
— Transport properties
— Thermal fatigue
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
BT — Fatigue
— Thermal properties
(May Subd Geog)
H 1149; H 1158; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants, individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, and individual materials and types of materials.
BT — Properties
NT — Thermal conductivity
— Thermography
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
— Thermomechanical properties
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
— Thermodiagnostic properties
(May Subd Geog)
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
— Heat treatment
BT — Heat treatment
— Thermotherapy
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Treatment
— Thinning
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Machinery
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
BT — Machinery
— Threshold limit values
(May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
UF — Exposure limits, Occupational
— Maximum allowable concentrations
— Occupational exposure limits
— Time management
(May Subd Geog)
H 1103; H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
— Time of flowering
USE — Flowering time
— Time of harvesting
USE — Harvesting time
— Time of planting
USE — Planting time
— Timing belts of motors
USE — Motors—Timing belts
— Tires
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
— Inflation pressure
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
UF — Inflation pressure of tires
— Repairing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
BT — Repairing
— Title abbreviations
USE — Abbreviations of titles
— Titles
H 1100; H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and classes of persons.
UF — Address, Titles of
— Nobility, Titles of
— Titles of books
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
— Tobacco use
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
BT — Substance use
— Tolerance, Drought
USE — Drought tolerance
— Tombs
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about the person’s grave, interred bones, etc. For works on disinterred bones use the subdivision Relics.
UF — Grave [Former subdivision]
— Sepulchral monument
BT — Tombs
— Tombs
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1120
Injuries
— Blunt trauma
— Fractures
— Frost damage
— Hemorrhage
— Herbicide injuries
— Radiation injuries
— Rupture

— Diagnosis (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Wrestling
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under individual educational institutions.

— Writing
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Writing skill
H 1110
Do not use under multi-career persons who are also recognized as literary authors.

— Written works
H 1110
Do not use under persons also known as literary authors.

— Yearbooks
USE — Periodicals
— Yearbooks
USE — Periodicals
— Yellow pages
USE — Telephone directories—Yellow pages

— Yeomen
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

— Yiddish influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Yield
USE — Yields

— Yields (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Yoruba authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Youth (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

— Foreign countries
H 1095; H 1103; H 1154; H 1156; H 1159
Use as a geographic subdivision under ethnic groups, individual languages, individual literatures, military services, and types of publications qualified by language or nationality.

— History and criticism
H 1156
Use this subdivision combination as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— History and criticism